Constitution Revisions Mapped Out by Council
Committee Plans Sweep Changes in Provisions

NEW CONSTITUTION

Acting under the stimulus of an ever increasing demand for flexibility in the Student Body Constitution, which started with the Executive Committee's consideration of the previous year, the Lawrentian Committee on the Constitution has this year shifted its approach. In the past, the Lawrentian policy committee's work would often result in recommendations that were not readily accepted by the Lawrentian. For this reason, the present committee decided to work in parallel with the Lawrentian, but they hoped that their recommendations would be more readily accepted due to the differences in their approach. The committee has proposed a new constitution that would allow for greater flexibility and responsiveness to the needs of the student body. They have outlined a series of recommendations that would enable the Student Body Constitution to adapt to changing circumstances and address the needs of the student body more effectively. The committee's proposals include changes to the structure and format of the constitution, as well as new provisions to address issues related to representation, voting rights, and the decision-making process. The committee's work has been ongoing for several months, and they are hoping to present their final recommendations to the Student Body in the near future.
Sunday Afternoon Library Series Underway Nov. 15
Miss Tarr, Staff, Announces Dr. Britt First

Concluding the first of a five-week program of Sunday afternoon readings will be a talk on "Redigulon" by Dr. A. F. Britt, Miss Anna Minerva Tarr, librarian, announces that the Sunday Afternoon Series, which will begin November 15 and will extend through the remainder of December. This series is designed especially for the benefit of all students, and the faculty is invited, and it will center in its emphasis on the interest in books Miss Tarr and her staff have been responsible for in the Lawrentian

Dr. Britt will address the first Sunday afternoon group when he speaks on "People Who Live in Books." The following Sunday Mr. George Hoffman, publicist director will speak on "Why I Like Poetry." Concluding the month on November 28, President H. W. Wrinson will discuss "Books to Remember for the Group." Mr. Gillette, student in education and director of the Little Theater, will read the works of Mark Twain for the program of December 6.

Concluding the series will be Miss Margaret Woodworth's talk on "Books to give for Christmas." In line with this theme we shall have an exhibition of books suggested as Christmas gifts by Miss Tarr. Her selection will be a suggestion and will give an opportunity for the purchase of first-class Christmas gifts.

Flory Writes Child Series

Dr. Charles D. Flory, assistant professor of psychology, is completing a second investigation in the field of human development. "Research in Child Development: Monographs Series" in line with Dr. Flory's research for his doctorate. The data used in this investigation, which is the result of a study on the use of the library by children, was taken from the Library for Children, University of Indiana.

Professor Schiltz, a native of southern college, says all his students should "be familiar with the library system" and "the card catalog," the student body is informed of the usefulness of the library. It is planned to publicize this for the benefit of the students at the University of Illinois, and they are encouraged to make use of the library.

I Ask You

What could be more pleasant than a good meal? From

Market Garden and Floral Co.
1107 E. Win. Ave.
Tel. 1696

Y' mean I can take Dot to the formal, in a

White & Black Cab
for only 20c? — Sold!

Phone 866
Passengers Insured

Send Us Your Winter Wardrobe Now--For A
Zoric Dry Cleaning

Zoric Dry Cleaning
Whether it's a man's suit or topcoat -- a woman's tailored garment or flowing evening gown -- you can just feel that it hangs right -- looks trim and smart -- reshaped into its original fashion. And the fabric looks so fresh and new. That's why it's CORRECT CLEANING.

Uneeda Laundry & Zoric Cleaners
518 W. College Ave.
PHONE 667

ANNA MINERVA TARR
"It will be staged"

Males Warn Against
Use of Kiss-Proof Lipstick for Dates

Speaking of the "fellow across the hall," male students have often realized the ultimate impossibility of escaping the more dangerous female. To make the conquest easier, a new article in a recent issue of "The psychiatrist" suggests they use a kiss-proof lipstick when they kiss her. This should automatically put an end to the whole thing, and if she is interested in you, she will come to you. After all, it's all her money.

"Flowers" will appeal to those imagination lovers who like a plateful of colors arranged to measure in a flower shop such as the one on the corner, and mining of roses. Paul Bergen, an English student, has been working on this for some time.

The very soul of winter is em­

Wearing the kiss-proof lipstick, the male student will not be able to kiss the female, or even to say "goodbye" to you. He likes to show it to the boys when he returns home, and it will center its emphasis on the importance of proper use.

Robertson in Etching

The author, John Kelly, a member of the staff of the Library, will speak on "Why I Like Poetry." He is the author of "The Little Theater," and will read from the works of Mark Twain for the program of December 6.

ELITE

Wm. G. Keller Opt. D. OPTOMETRIST
Eyes Examined Complete Optical Laboratory Services
311 W. College Ave. 2nd Floor PHONE 1525
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The picture, "White and Black Cab," will be on display in the Library at the end of the month. The picture is a study of modern art, "It was staged" by Dr. Charles D. Flory, assistant professor of psychology, who is an authority on the subject.

Chicago Society Has Exhibition Of Etchings Here

Works of Leading Artists Are on Display in Libra

A versatile collection of etchings from the Chicago Society of Etch­

ers, as well as some original etchings in town, is on exhibition in the Libra­
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Margaret West will be hostess at the regular get-together of the chapter. Those who wished to play cards did so, and Mrs. H. S. McDonald, who is now teaching music at Cameron, was the go-to person for the pledges. Delta Gamma Beta was entertained at a pop-tart party last Sunday afternoon in the Kappa Delta rooms.

The guests will be Dr. and Mrs. T. N. Nelson, Dr. and Mrs. W. A. McConaghy, Mr. and Mrs. George Bansey, Mr. and Mrs. D. M. DuShane, Mr. and Mrs. E. Harris of Berkeley, California, national executive secretary of the Tri, and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. McGowan, Lawrence Alumni. Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. D. M. DuShane, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. McGowan, and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. McConaghy. Mr. and Mrs. E. Harris of Berkeley, California, national executive secretary of the Tri, and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. McGowan, Lawrence Alumni.

The party was in charge of Eudora and Tom Temple is the orator for the Thetas. The Conway is the forman of the engagement of Miss Betty Williams-Zabell. Mr. and Mrs. D. M. DuShane, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. McConaghy, Lawrence Alumni.

Lawrence Alumni Married, Engaged

Former Students Announce Recent Engagements, Marriages

This week heralds five announcements of solemnized or planned marriages for Lawrence graduates. The wedding of William Zabell and Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Zabell was announced Saturday, November 7, at the First Methodist Episcopal Church in Neenah. Mrs. Zabell was a former resident of Neenah and is now teaching music at Cameron. Mrs. Zabell attended Lawrence during 1934-35.
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Executive Group Plans Revision To Constitution
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Dr. Britt discusses Biographies

Of Great Americans in Lectures

Speaker Talks on Franklin, Gibbon, Bartram, Grant, Adams

Lecturer Compares Accounts About Washington and Lincoln

In his lecture on November 14 at Minneopa Hall, Mr. Dr. A. F. Britt compared the better known biographies of those two Americans and pointed out the shortcomings and omissions in them. There are several difficulties to be overcome if a successful biography of either of those men is to be written. The ido-worship to which both men have been subjected since their deaths, the preconceptions and prejudices surrounding discussion of them or of their work, the laborious elaboration of unimportant details, and the fallacy, ascribing to them qualities which neither possessed are among such difficulties.

Dr. Britt looks upon Washington as essentially a simple-minded, rather narrow, practical individual, and not an intellectual giant or a subtle, far-seeing aristocrat. Lincoln is viewed as a noble, majestic, and masterful personality, yet equally transcendent in the sense of Adler. For defining the potent fact or the essential characteristic and sticking to it, not as a simple backwoodsman, but as a national type of the time, the world of Lincoln. By way of conclusion, the question was asked whether it was not possible that in the cases of such men as Washington and Lincoln, a biographer, in order to make them come closer to the one necessary and individual fact of character which he has to bring out, would be enabled to do so by getting rid of the conventionalized ideas and prejudices.

Percy Fullenwider

Dr. Fullenwider Plays Solos at Convocation

Dr. Percy Fullenwider, professor of violin, accompanied by Mrs. Fullenwider, associate, gave a recital of music at Convocation in the auditorium of the Student Union last Monday morning. His first selection was "The First and Second Movements of the F Major Serenade" by Grieg. "Swan Yerexa Bella" by Chabot and "Humoresque" by Rachmaninoff completed the program.

Three Represetve Geneva Committee at Banquet

Kathleen Crissy, Ruth Glenn, and Evangeline Wehrer represented Geneva Committee at the Y. W. C. A. banquet last night at the Junction Hotel in Menasha. The last guest was part of a week of activities of the Geneva Y. W. C. A. The Geneva Committee was invited to send representatives in recognition of the fact that they fill the place of a Y. W. C. A. chapter in this campus.

REVERSIBLE WHITE WOOL CUFFS

Sno-Boots

Colors —

White
Brown
Smoked Elk

Reversible white wool cuff.
Sport rubber sole.
Goodyear welt.

Size 3 to 9

G. R. Kinney Co., Inc.

Thide Good Clothes

The GUSSET $29 1/2 & $35

This gusset-back is designed for those men who stay a step-and-a-half ahead of the crowd in style. Direct from Princetown we give you the genuine gusset in sport backs. Plain or patterned. All with two trousers.
Squash Made Minor Sport—Schedule Midwest Matches

This year for the first time the squash has been made a minor sport at the end of the season when the award will be made. The first match will be played on Thursday, May 18, against the team from Lawrence.

The matches have been scheduled on the following dates:

- Tuesday, May 16: at Kansas City
- Sunday, May 14: at St. Louis
- Friday, May 19: at Lawrence
- Saturday, May 20: at Kansas City
- Monday, May 22: at St. Louis
- Tuesday, May 23: at Lawrence
- Thursday, May 25: at Kansas City

Last year Lawrence played in the Inter-collegiate tournament at Kansas City in Chicago last year in both.

Coie Bosts Knox
Wins Undisputed Lead in Midwest

6 to 0 Victory Gives Coe Fifth Conference Pennant

Coe will meet Mission House in First Battle

Owen, Struble, Burton Only Gagers Sure

Of Berths

On Saturday afternoon, May 13, the Coe College football team will meet Mission House in the opening battle of the 1936 basketball season. The conference leaders last season were in seventh place with two wins and seven losses and the score spread among conference families.

The first game of the season will be between two teams that seem to be quite evenly matched. Both teams have won a few games in the past, but neither team has the offensive ability to overpower the other. The game will be a close one and the outcome will depend on which team has the better defense.

The Lawrentian

The final game was won by the Lawrence Twenty. Here the Coe College football team met the Lawrence Twenty and the score spread among conference families.

Tight end Grode kicked the goal again, and the score was 21-7. The Lawrence Twenty took the ball on their own forty and built on the score.

The Vikes will meet Mission House in the opening battle of the season. The Lawrentian

The Coe College football team met the Mission House team in the opening battle of the season. The score was 21-7. The Mission House team took the ball on their own forty and built on the score.

Coie Bests Knox; Lawrence .600 in Midwest

SUNDAY MORNING QUARTERBACK

517 W. COLLEGE AVE.

Coie has the most amazing lot of high class material including boys of outstanding ability in and about Milwau­kee. They look like tops again this year. Knox just is so-so. Perhaps there are just enough emotions in the Air that give the ball a real ball city clip and a real ball kick in its toe. They are quite as impressive as Beloit and Carroll.

The Coe College football team met the Knox College football team in the opening battle of the season. The score was 21-7. The Knox College team took the ball on their own forty and built on the score.

Meet the Coach

CHARLES E. (Bud) BUTLER

Beloit, Wisconsin

School athletic star... Before his return to Beloit last year as an athletic director at Goshen High, Elgin for ten years, he... He is a former Beloit star athlete, playing in 24 and he captained the... He has also been a successful track... He has been concentrating on the material... He has a head start on the field and the score was 21-7. The Knox College team took the ball on their own forty and built on the score.

FERRON'S

College men and Prep­pers will go for these styles in a big way... and they'll be just as popular among older men who recognize a fine shoe when they see it.
The Lawrence College fresh man and superior St. John's team Saturday by a score of 31 to 24. The Lawrence was, for the first time, able to use a non-public school, as opposed to a college own non-public school, as opposed to a college fall conference.

The Lawrence team was led by an experienced quarterback, and the St. John's team was led by a strong running back. The game was played in front of a large crowd, with many students and faculty members in attendance.

The Lawrence team started strong, with a touchdown on their first possession, but the St. John's team quickly responded with a field goal. The score went back and forth throughout the game, with neither team able to pull away.

The game ended in a 31-24 victory for the Lawrence team, with several key players contributing to the win. The Lawrence team's quarterback completed 10 of 15 passes for 137 yards and a touchdown, while the St. John's team's running back rushed for 100 yards and a touchdown.

The Lawrence team will now prepare for their next game, against another conference rival. The team will need to continue to work on their offense to be successful in the upcoming games.
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It has been suggested that since we could look the state of the nation face to face, and think we could see a light at the end of the tunnel in the face of Mr. Farley's prediction 48,13 or of just last campaign in 1928. But we can see in the face of Finns whose unsteady knowledge does not even begin to explain the situation. However, Mr. Farley has been but furthering his hands close to the wall. Quite some time now, and needs no fail, I told you so.

In a formula, I think that it seems to point to the end of the line, not so much having been realized in the pinch, but it is a better, the taller. Look at President elect Franklin Roosevelt, who has both Greek and Latin classics to better the nation, if Landon has prayed for the Latins. For a fellow to have made to say yes Ida Hopkins for Mr. Roosevelt, and even the Greek got a break when he quoted from more ancient.

When our own lawmen the careful application of the classics, or near classics, to concrete situations, to explain the epiphanal. And this, too, outside of Lincoln's birthday and the aniversary of Horace. Leaving this, Dr. Winstead fades for the students from the course of study. In so the Landon slippering might leave that way. It has been asked, what is Roosevelt now to say about a craft? If he النوع said Alice, it didn't use Alice up. If he is saying Friday back to look backward "Through the Looking Glass" with the politicians and the gratification of Democrats, and Mr. Carrol (May his soul rest in peace). He has been and if he is mistreated by those souls who were waiting for the bloody Death, and he can laugh at the Ugly Duchess. They don't read her after they read it.

We would like to do our own quest for a "back to the World as it goes," for there it seems that one Brillian, garden over Upper Asia demanded of one Bahama an account of the fullest of the Persians to determine between extirpation or corruption. Poor Bahama was not acquainted with the Persians. The text says nothing even about his parents being acquainted with the Persian condition—or his grandparents. Sad that he must rely on his own judgment. The Persians were warring with the forces of India recently.

"He just addressed himself to a soldier, whom he found at a distance from the main army, and asked him the cause of it. "By all the gods," said the soldier, "I know nothing of the matter. It is none of my business. My trade is to kill and to wound soldiers."

Farther: "He soon became acquainted with the Persians. They were warring with the forces of India recently. How canthu imagine that I should know it?" said the captain, "of what importance is it to me?"

Looking for the cause he found it trivial, looking at the battle fought before the time for peace was announced, he found them pitted in contradictions of stu-

Could M. Voltaire have known of the Persian war of 28, or of 40? Could he have known that the Persian war of 28, or of 40? Could he have been acquainted with the Persians? Could he have been acquainted with the Persian condition—or his grandparents. Sad that he must rely on his own judgment. The Persians were warring with the forces of India recently.
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"He just addressed himself to a soldier, whom he found at a distance from the main army, and asked him the cause of it. "By all the gods," said the soldier, "I know nothing of the matter. It is none of my business. My trade is to kill and to wound soldiers."
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